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‘Introduction’ 

 
Sunter Ltd  has a moral obligation to the wide social diversity in contemporary society and to 
reflect this in our own organisational culture.  We must ensure that our policies and practices 
achieve this. 
 

In addition to fulfilling our statutory responsibility to promote equality opportunity, in all our 
activities.  We are committed to developing a culture which values people from all sections of 
the community and the contribution each individual can make to out work. 
 

The aim of this policy is to support all current legislation by providing a framework for continuous 
improvement.  It covers the procedures and systems in place, to measure and monitor our 
performance, both in eliminating discrimination and in implementing good practice. 
 

Its objective is to ensure that all staff are able to participate fully and contribute their best to the 
work of the company and to make sure that no one feels excluded from being able to do so. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 



  
‘Equality and Diversity Policy’ 

 

 
  
 
 
 
It is recognised that our ability to meet diverse needs is improved by having a diverse workforce, 
which generally reflects the skills and understanding to achieve our objectives.  We are 
committed to valuing diversity in our workforce. 
 

Our company has a commitment to be an organisation that: 
 

 Develops systems to achieve equality and diversity in all our its activities. 
 

 Has a workforce generally reflecting the population. 
 

 Understands how valuing diversity can improve our ability to deliver better services. 
 

 Understands how valuing diversity can improve our workforce. 
 

 Actively consults our customers to ensure the delivery of our goals. 
 

 Supports current legislation in the achievement of equality and diversity. 
 

 Provides a supporting and open environment where all employees have the opportunity 
to reach their full potential. 

 

 Believe that both customers and employees have important roles to play in achieving 
this. 

 

We will apply this policy in carrying out our statutory and company responsibilities. 
 

 

‘Equality and Diversity Strategies’ 
 

Our overall strategy for equality and diversity is to ensure that our policy is applied fully, fairly 
and consistently throughout our organisation.  It forms and integral part of our staffing, work 
processes and procedures. 
It recognises that all people are different and aims to ensure that we treat each individual with 
dignity and respect. 
The strategies reflect the existing and forthcoming EC and UK legal framework and definitions 
for equality.  They therefore refer to equality (for particular groups) and diversity (recognising the 
needs of individuals 
 

Employment 
 

We are committed to ensuring that all people are treated fairly and without unlawful 
discrimination.  As an employer, we aim to ensure that all employees treat each other with 
dignity and respect. 
 

We aim to develop a working environment where harassment of any nature deems 
unacceptable and will not be tolerated.  Where individuals can feel confident enough to bring 
complaints without fearing repercussions or prejudice.  We will deal with harassment by having 
strong procedures to prevent it. 
 

To achieve our aims we will: 

 Provide full and fair consideration to all job applications. 

 Maintain records in recruitment, training and employment as a means of identifying any 
weaknesses. 

 Regularly review all our recruitment, selection, training and promotion procedures to 
ensure that they are fair and reflect current best practice. 

 Provide sufficient training and support to meet all our employees’ needs in recognising 
and discharging their work responsibilities. 

 Assist all employees to realise their full potential by ensuring that they receive fair 
consideration in training and career development needs and promotion opportunities. 



  
 Wherever possible, modify employment practices and procedures to reduce barriers 

experienced by workers requiring special needs. 

 Develop vigorous harassment, bullying and dignity at work processes which can operate 
within a safe environment. 

 

Carers 
 

We wish to create and environment where employees, both men and women are free to share 
their concerns and are not disadvantaged in the workplace by doing so. 
 

To achieve our aims we will: 
 

 Identify the needs of all carers and develop appropriate arrangements to meet their 
needs. 

 Make the best possible use of flexible working practices to support carers in the 
workforce. 

 Promote awareness of what flexibilities there are in our working practices. 
 

Race 
 

The company promotes its responsibility under the Race Relations (Amendment) Act 2000. 
 

To achieve our aims we will: 
 

 Tackle unlawful racial discrimination. 

 Promote equality of opportunity. 

 Promote good relations between people from different backgrounds. 

 Strive to create an environment, which is free from racial harassment and racist 
behaviour. 

 Encourage people from minority groups to take up employment, training and promotional 
opportunities. 

 

Religion 
 

Our strategy is to tackle unlawful discrimination and harassment on 
grounds of religion and belief and to promote good relations between 
people of different religions and beliefs. 
To achieve this we will: 
 

 Strive to create an environment which recognises and respects 
religion and belief. 

 Improve the understanding of religion and belief among our staff 
so that they can sensitively address the needs of individuals of 
different faiths. 

 Follow guidance on the relevant UK legislation. 

 
Gender 
 

We as a Company recognise out duties under the Sex Discrimination and Equal Pay legislation 
and codes of practice and undertake to strive for gender equality in employment.  This includes 
trans-gender equality also covered by the Act. 
To achieve this we will: 

 Strive to create an environment which is free from harassment and sexist language and 
behaviour. 

 Encourage women to take up employment, training and promotional opportunities within 
our workforce. 

 Create a flexible working environment where work and home balance requirements are 
recognised and supported. 

 Develop a process that meets the needs of trans-gender people employed within the 
company. 
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Sexuality 
 

The company recognises the very real discrimination that people face in their lives, due to their 
sexuality and life choices we strive to remove this unfair treatment. 
 

We shall create an environment where Lesbians, Gay men and Bisexual people are free from unfair 
treatment and harassment and feel safe to be open about their sexuality if they choose to do so. 
 

To achieve this we will: 
 

 Develop procedures to end unfair treatment and harassment of the above. 

 Work towards the equal application of all terms and conditions irrespective of their sexuality. 

 Strive to be open minded about people’s life choices and sexuality. 
 

Disability 
 

The company is committed to achieving disability equality and 
awareness by eliminating unlawful discrimination on the grounds of 
disability. 
 

To achieve this we will: 
 

 Recognise our responsibilities under the Disability Discrimination 
Act 1995, EU Directives and other legislation. 

 Strive to provide services which are relevant to the needs of 
people with disabilities. 

 Make sure that our workplace and work processes/procedures 
are accessible to people with a disability. 

 Wherever possible, modify our procedures or equipment to make full use of an individual’s 
ability and adapt our facilities to accommodate people with a disability. 

 Regularly review our premises, processes and procedures to make sure that they still conform 
to DDA requirements. 

 Train staff in awareness and confidence to support people with a disability where needed. 

 Continue employing, whenever practicable, employees who become disabled during their 
employment and assist in their re-training. 

 Guarantee people with a disability an interview for any employment vacancy for which they 
meet the minimum essential criteria. 

 Provide systems which seek to maximise access to employment by people with a disability. 
 

Age 
 

We are committed to opposing unjustified age discrimination.  We recognise that age discrimination 
can affect all age groups and both genders and that employment decisions should not be based on 
age alone.  We will value people regardless of age.  We will ensure that our employment policies are 
relevant and fair to all age groups. 
We will work to create an environment where people are judged on their talents, skills and experience 
and not on prejudices regarding age. 
 

To achieve this we will: 
 

 Follow the Governments Voluntary Code of Practice for Age Diversity in Employment. 

 Remove age related criteria in our employment practices (subject to present retirement ages). 

 Provide recruitment, promotion and training on the basis of merits regardless of age. 

 Work to ensure that older workers are enabled to leave the company with dignity and flexibility 
in timing and working arrangements. 

Actions and outcomes under each of these subjects will be reviewed at least annually unless 
any changes in legislation precede it. 
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‘Responsibilities’ 
 

All staff:  
 

All staff has a responsibility to ensure that this policy is put into 
practice.  We expect a commitment from all staff in making it 
effective and in setting standards for others to follow. 
 

Additional and specific responsibilities apply to management staff 
and those who are involved in recruitment, training, promotion and 
development. 
 

All members of staff have a contractual responsibility to apply the 
values of equality and diversity within our establishment. 
 

We shall all strive to: 
 

 Familiarise ourselves with this policy, follow it and ensure that any staff for whom they are 
responsible do so as well. 

 Draw to the attention of their senior staff any instances of apparent discrimination or any 
perceived problem in relation to employment or the provision of services. 

 
Responsibilities as defined are listed to identify the key roles within the Policy: 
 

 The Managing Director 
o Has overall responsibility for equal opportunities within the Company and will ensure 

that the policy is properly implemented, monitored and periodically reviewed, in 
accordance with relevant statutory provisions. To facilitate this, regular meetings will be 
held regarding all issues relating too Equality & Diversity. 

 

 Project and Site Managers  
o Will be charged with the daily implementation of the Policy including: 
o Ensure that no employee is subject to victimisation, discrimination and harassment and 

making it clear that these are disciplinary offences. 
o Endeavouring to ensure the workplace is accessible and managed to suit the needs of 

all staff, employees and sub contractors, as far as is reasonably practicable. 
o Ensuring that all employees know and understand the policy, this will be achieved upon 

Site Induction. 
 

 Employees 
o All employees will be required to understand and implement the policy at all times when 

carrying out any undertakings for the organisation 
 
Ensuring Co-operation 
Any employee regardless of role, responsibility and/or trade who is seen to intentionally disregard this 
policy will be liable to disciplinary action as set out in the Company Code of Conduct  
All Equality & Diversity related issues will be discussed by the Organisation as a whole and acted on 
to ensure no repeat to any shortfalls in the Policy or in its implementation.  
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‘Implementation’ 
 

 

The board and senior management shall 
ensure that this policy meets all the criteria to 
which it is set out.  They shall develop the 
organisational culture in which this policy can 
operate effectively and for ensuring that it is 
implemented. 
Will review relevant information both 
nationally and in-house monitoring statistics. 
 

 
‘Communication’ 

 

This policy shall be reiterated to all members of staff via means of training and/or publications.  
It shall be monitored to ensure that equality and diversity issues are properly addressed. 
 

‘Development and review’ 
 

This policy shall be developed and reviewed in accordance with relevant legislation.  We expect 
to update it in the light of applying it in practice and as a result of any changes in current 
legislation or our own in-house policies.  Such revisions will be discussed with staff and notified 
to all through our usual channels. 
 

‘The statutory framework for Equality and Diversity’ 
 

As a company we will operate this policy and all other policies and practices relating to it in line 
with statutory requirements.  The present framework within which we apply this policy includes 
the legislation as set out below: 
 

 The Disability Act 2010 

 The Race Relations Act 1976 and associated Employment Codes of Practice issued by 
the Commission for Racial Equality. 

 The Race Relations (Amendment) Act 2000 and associated Codes of Practice issued by 
the Commission for Racial Equality. 

 The Sex Discrimination Act 1975 and 1986 (as amended) and associated Codes of 
Practice issued by the Equal Opportunities Commission. 

 The Disability Discrimination Act 1995 and associated Codes of Practice. 

 The Equal Pay Act 1970 (as amended) including the Equal Pay (Amendment) Regs 
2003 and the Equal Opportunities Commission Code of Practice on Equal Pay. 

 The Human Rights Act. 

 The Employment Rights Act 1996. 

 The Employment Relations Act 1999. 

 The Employment Act 2002. 

 EC Council Directive 2000/78/EC (equal treatment in the field of employment and 
vocational training, including religion and belief, sexual orientation, disability and age) 
and UK legislation to implement this including; 

o The Employment Equality (Religion or Belief) Regs 2003. 
o The Employment Equality (sexual Orientation) Regs 2003. 
o The Disability Discrimination Act 1995 (Amendment) Regs 2003. 
o Employment Equality (Age) Regulations 2006 (the “Age Regulations”). 

 EC Council Directive 2000/43/EC (equal treatment between people irrespective of their 
racial or ethnic origin) and UK legislation to implement this, including the Race Relations 
Act 1976 (Amendment) Regs 2003. 

 The Flexible Working (Procedural Requirements) Regs 2002 and the Flexible Working 
(Eligibility, Complaints and Remedies) Regs 2002. 

 The Part time Workers (Prevention of less favourable treatment) Regs 2000 and the 
subsequent Amendment Regs 2002. 

 The Fixed Term Employees (Prevention of less favourable treatment) Regs 2002. 



  
 The Maternity and Parental Leave etc Regs 1999 and The Maternity and Parental Leave 

(Amendment) Regs 2001 and 2002. 

 The Paternity and Adoption Leave Regs 2002. 

 The Paternity and Adoption Leave (Adoption from Overseas) Regs 2003. 
The Social Security Contributions and Benefits Act 1992, The Statutory                               
Maternity Pay (General) Regs 1986, The Social Security, Statutory Pay and Statutory 
Sick Pay (Miscellaneous Amendments) Regs 2002, The Statutory Paternity Pay and 
Statutory Adoption Pay (General) Regs 2002. The Employment Rights Act 1996 
(Application of Section 80B to Adoptions from Overseas) Regs 2003 and the Social 
Security Contributions and Benefits Act 1992 (Application of Parts 12ZA and 12ZB to 
Adoptions from Overseas (Regs) 2003. 

 

‘Employment: Our own Policies’ 
 

Examples of specific policies and guidance on employment, which we will apply within the 
statutory legislation and within our own equality and diversity framework include: 
 

 Disability Code of Practice. 

 Harassment Code of Practice. 

 Work and home policy, including 
o Flexible working patterns 
o Remote working 
o Working from home 
o Job sharing 
o Maternity, adoption, paternity and parental leave 
o Career breaks 
o Flexible Special leave for domestic reasons 
o Staff Charter 
o Equal opportunities clauses included in guidance procedure documents for 

example; 
o Recruitment 
o Training and development 
o Appraisal scheme 
o Disciplinary procedure 

 

Religion & Beliefs Handbook 
 

This Handbook is made available to all staff that will be expected to use it as guidance and 
implement the contents when appropriate.  

 

This document can be made available in large print, Braille, or in your 
first language other than English. 

 

This document is posted on the Notice Board at Headquarters for all 
to see.  Copies can be made on request. 
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